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John Doherty, principal of Caricatures Etcetera,
has been a professional artist since college
graduation. He spent a decade and a half as
House Caricaturist at The Bull & Finch
("Cheers") Pub in Boston.
Doherty has drawn everyone from U.S. Senators
and presidential candidates to the rock bands
Aerosmith, The Grateful Dead & Hot Tuna. He
has twice been honored by the International Society of Caricature Artists and has shown his
work at the International Salon of Cartoonists
and Caricaturists at St. Juste le Martel, France.
His work has appeared in newspapers and
books, most recently John’s art was featured in
the 2011 Roman and Littlefield publication,
“Amglish, in like Ten Easy Lessons”.
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John Doherty’s

Caricatures Etcetera
Unlike other favors you might give out at an event, at Caricatures Etcetera, we like to say, “Art
is Forever.”Provide your guests or clients with a personalized portrait and consider the option
of customizing the paper complete with your logo or event information and date. Our talented
professional artists draw live at parties for adults and kids, conventions, corporate events,
Bar/Bat Mitzvahs, showers, engagement parties, Sweet 16s, prom parties and more. You name
it, we’ve done it! Whether your party has 10 guests or you are planning a convention with
10,000 attendees, we can work with you to devise a plan to make your party pop!

We work in a black & white brush line style featuring a head and shoulders image; a full color style, which can feature a cartoon body and
hobby or sport, or our newest way to work: on an iPad with a flat screen TV and printer, for
your guests to watch the art in process. This really entertains and awes the crowd. We have optional mattes and frames available, and each caricature includes a protective plastic bag.
We also work in-studio from photographs, drawing customized portraits, invitations, sign-in
boards, and holiday cards. We can deliver the art in
hard copy or electronically for you to print locally, making it easy to work with you wherever you are, from work or home.
There’s caricature and there’s caricature. Our work is not cookie-cutter. Each subject is considered
as a unique face and each caricature is rendered with the utmost care.
There are many options available, if you can dream it, we can probably do it! Call or email today
and together we can plan your portrait or party within your budget.

